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The first half of camp is over. How is 
that even possible? It feels like we 
just started! (Magic Marc, Athenia 
feels like yesterday!) It was a half 
filled with magical moments. A trip to 
American Dream, Neighborhood Day 
for the ages (Passaic won?? Passaic 
won!!), and a sense of Achdus and 
chevra-shoft (which means together-
ness in yeshivishe raid) that perme-
ates every single moment of every 
day. It seems almost appropriate that 
we end the half a few days before Ti-
sha B’av. Because as we all know the 
reason for the destruction of the Beis 
Hamikdash was Sinas Chinum.   
That doesn’t only mean baseless 
hatred and out right being mean and 
nasty. It means not looking out and 
caring about someone who isn’t the 
same as you or as talented as you. 
We can only hope and daven that 
the amount of Ahavas Yisroel that 
we have exhibited here in camp will 
help rebuild the Third Bes Hamik-
dash. To those leaving  after the first 
half (including some nameless staff 
members) we wish you a wonderful 
second half of the summer. And to 
those returning next week, get ready 
for a second half that will blow your 
mind. Trips, special activities, and a 
half that will hopefully create lifelong 
memories.  Have a wonderful Shab-
bos, and a meaningful fast.
Have a great Shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer  
Rabbi Kessel 
Shimmy and Ezra

I took a survey of 30 Campers (and 
Head Staff) and here’s what Eeshay 
thinks: 

Ez: “Would you have opened 
the hood?” 

Survey sEz: 
“Yes”: 21
“No”: 6 
“I Can Take Him, No Prob-
lem”: 2
“Mommy!”: 1

Ez: “How many no-hitters 
have been thrown in Ee-
shay history?”

Survey sEz: 
“Four”: 15 
“Seven”: 6 
“Two”: 4
“Nine: 3

Ez: “Which head staff mem-
ber would most likely 
move to Passaic?”
Survey sEz:
“Rabbi Kramer”: 11 
“Ezra”: 10 
“Not Rabbi Schonfeld”: 6
“Shimmy”: 5
“Rabbi Schonfeld”: 2
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Sparks
Of

Survey sEZ Dear Campers. . .

R Kessel: Avromi Markowitz, Shmuel Fiddle

R Halberstadt: Yedidya Cohen, Aharon Han

R Shulman: Avraham Rothenberg, Akiva Muehlgay 

R Shulgasser: Akiva Gutlove, AT Levy 

R Fiddle: Yossi Friedman, Azarya Shiff

Reb Shimmy: Ezra Kalfa, YC Kamara

Talmidei HaShavua



E-LeagueE-League

This Week In Camp

League Standings

Schechter reverses field for kick off TD... Slepoy snatches ankles for the TD... apologizes after... Werblowsky diving tip drill 
TD to take lead... followed by the extra point and pick 6 to ice the game... D Needle hits clutch free throws for the win... 
Z Strimber massive block knocks down the other player... Hahn 100 yard pick 6... Slepoy gets the safety... S Lazar scores 6 
goals to comeback from 7-3 hole... Zolty gets ejected... down nine with a minute left, Krew gets a TD and a safety to tie the 
game and force OT... Kramer toe drag in bag of the endzone for the OT win... Glassberg climbs the ladder for the out... Hahn 
breaks up the perfect game... Feit no hitter... Kagan and M Abramoff huge blocks... Pomper nailing 3’s... 4 in a row... Ament 
and Schechter 7 goals each... Rabbi Schonfeld catch with the phone! #itsnexthalf... Frohlich 2 full field TD runs... Glassberg 
long first half buzzer beater... Ackerman... Boyz win 3-1 in volleyball with a 4 person team... Kneil wears sunglasses when 
cloudy outside... Pomper hat trick... Rothenberg and Pomper stop the goal to save the game... Zarkhin moss TD... hes in 
Luxor... Iskowitz and one in slides... Spaghetti... S Lazar off outfielders head to tie it up... arguing out at home, Hahn comes 
around to score the winning run... Zarkhin bomb lands in football field for 3 run HR... Mittel drops 35 and clutch free throws 
to take first place... Ismale panckaes Sheiner to the floor... and again... this time to A Schonfeld... Chaim Kessel comes to 
camp... Hahn deep TD to Katfunkel to go up 50... 7 unsportsmanlike conducts... Novack calls the game... Pomper vs D Nee-
dle tackle football... Goder buzzer beater 3 to win it... Masks... inspectors... neighborhood day breakout... Captains Needle 
and Sandler... Passaic staff sweep volleyball... Feit shovel pass TD... followed by a cross body TD... Ostroy TD and the Gronk 
spike... Sheiner deep TD and the one handed conversion... J Greenberg alley oop... Pollack full field TD... Sheiner 3 TD to take 
the lead... A Feit cross body TD for the lead... A Feit 10 bombs in derby... Glassberg battles... Feit goes three for three to win... 
Binny shows up in zoom clothes... Sandler grammen rap... A Kramer hits 3 in a row to win 3 point contest... Krimsky back to 
back threes....this one deep... and then the smooth layup... M Mittel takes over round robin... Groman neighborhood day 
winning 3... nice pick Sperling :)... Passaic takes the cup #firsttime... championships... banquet... awards... till next week...

Overheard In Eeshay:
“Do you think the inspector is going to 

come again today? “
 Clifton Division Clifton Division
Tel Aviv 9-2Tel Aviv 9-2
Rome 6-5Rome 6-5
Paris 4-9Paris 4-9
Vegas 3-8Vegas 3-8

Teams W L
Russia 4 1
USA 2 3

Canada 2 3
Sweden 2 3

WBCWBC

Hockey olympicsHockey olympics

The dust settles, everyone walks in slow motion, one cries over defeat, the other over triumph. It’s been decided. The 
dominant city is... Acquackanonk! Look it up. Or ask Septimus. Oooh, that would have been good for balderdash. #flo-
ripondio #throwback To those who laugh before looking it up, I love your enthusiasm, and so does Muehlgay. #Ee-
shayHype. We had quite the day of the battling cities. But why is it not called “city day”? Ah, one of the great Eeshay 
mysteries, like who stole Feit’s no hitter ball, where does Shimmy’s learning group take place, and how Sandler and 
Nissim Black haven’t made a record together yet #wasthatagramen? A highlight of Neighborhood Day definitely was 
Binny Sperling... ‘s tiros. #meh. Neighborhood day did not come without its fair share of controversy, as any true battle 
would.  There is a team set out to examine a certain family’s backyard. LazarGate will be taken very seriously by the 
investigation team. Spoiler, the team is Rabbi Schonfeld. Spoiler, he’s not going to put Lazar on passaic. #CliftonPull 
Let’s not forget the other battles of the week.  
The first ever Ez Games started, and the beautiful sounds of “nobody wants your sheep!” rang in the halls of Eeshay. 
Rabbi Kramer’s sushi skills, the fathers dominating the staff #polosandkhakis (let’s try basketball next time) and Gro-
man’s huge shot...s in every neighborhood day sport, Captain Needle leading all of you Passaicans to a year long brag-
ging rights trip,  this was quite the end to another amazing half of Cam- sniffle sniffle, sorry I’m choking up... sniffle 
just end the article already.  
Always #ONFI...sniff 
Ez

Teams W L
Gillette 4 1

Axe 3 2
Old Spice 2 3

Right Guard 1 4

 Passaoic Division Passaoic Division
Warriors 8-3Warriors 8-3

Stars 7-4Stars 7-4
Pack 6-4Pack 6-4

Squad 6-5Squad 6-5
Spiders 5-6Spiders 5-6
Krew 4-7Krew 4-7
Gents 4-7Gents 4-7
Boyz 3-7Boyz 3-7

From The Desk Of Ez the Prez

Teams W L T

Adidas 3 1 1

Nike 2 2 1
Puma 2 2 0

Under Armour 1 3 0


